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Introduction

FEEDING FATS SAFETY is a 6th EC Framework Programme, with the participation of eight research teams, which started on January 2005. Its primary aim is to fit animal nutrition
requirements with a high level of safety and quality of some types of meat production, on the basis of the use of fats coming from by- or co-products of the food chain. This aim
must be adequate to consumer satisfaction and health demands, and with environmental protection. There is a lack of information about different aspects related to these fats, and
the project wanted to answer to the following questions:

> Are fat by- or co-products materials really safe for animal production?
> What are the main chemical characteristic of these fats?
>How contribute these fats to the global intake of contaminants (dioxines, PCB, PBDE, PAH) through the diet?
#-What are the suitable analytical controls to assess quality and safety of these fats?

>Are consumers confident respect to these systems of meat production ?
>How standardisation and policy control of these fats could be improved?
>Are these fats really available, useful and profitable for fat and feed producers?

Scientifical Objectives Tecnological Objectives

y Assessment of the adequacy of the use as feedingstufs of some fat materials
recycled from the food chain. Nutritive value for the animal and productive
parameters should be also assessed.
> Assessment and quantification of repercussions of the use of these fats in
animal feeds on the corresponding meat lipid composition and quality. Standards
for lipid meat quality will also be assessed on the basis of the use of these feeding
fats.
> Assessment and quantification of the transfer rate of some undesirable
products (fat degradation and contamination compounds) from these fats to the
corresponding meat and other animal tissues and fluids. Levels of lipid oxidation
induced in meat, other tissues and fluids will also be assessed.
> Assessment of the effects on animal health induced by the presence and
amount of some of these undesirable products.

'
> Improvement of the level of standardisation of fat materials in order to get safer
production systems and to get more reliable quality control standards.
> Enhancement of the use of feed fats coming from recycled materials in order to
decrease environmental charges.
> Promotion of higher levels of quality and safety of meat production when
recycled fat materials are used in animal feeding.
> Design of methodological proposals for the analytical control of feed fats.
V Characterization of fat materials applications according to different systems of
animal production and meat production.
> Improvement of the dissemination of knowledge in the use and control of these
type of feed fats between producers.

Work plan

4 FAT SAMPLES

1.Acid oils from chemical refining
2.Acid oils from physical refining
3.Lecithins

4.Recycled cooking oils
5.Animal fats (beef tallow, lard, mixed origin)
e.Oils extracted from exhausted bleaching earths
7.Fish oils

8.Hydrogenated fats from by/co-products
9.Fatty acids calcium soaps
10.Misceilaneous

H
ANALYSIS

' Moisture, Acid Value, FTIR, Fatty acids composition,
Trans Fatty acids, Conjugated Fatty Acids, Total
Cholesterol Content, Sterol composition,
Tocopherols/Tocotrienols,
Sterol oxidation products, Fatty acid oxidation products,

Polymer content, Mono- and diacylglycerols, Peroxide
Value (volumetric and XO colorimetric), TBA value, p-
anisidine value

" Dioxine and PCB-like Dioxine, Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAH), PBDE
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Tasks including in this part of the project are designed to assess the quality and safety of the use in animal production of
those feeding fat materials, in order to check their suitability for commercial meat production. Fat composition, meat quality
parameters and productive parameters will be assessed, and animal health will be also evaluated. The levels of contaminants
in meat produced and their rate of transfer from the feed fat to the corresponding meat and other animal tissues and fluids
will be also relevant tasks in this work part. Levels of lipid oxidation on this tissues and fluids will also be assessed. Two
animal species are considered for production inside this part of the workplan: poultry and rabbit.

1st animal trial: 12 TREATMENTS (h = high level; l = low level)
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2nd animal trial: 16 TREATMENTS
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Deliverables

Characterization of feeding fat materials: composition,
degradation, contamination

Guidelines for the classification of different fats
feedstocks from by-products and co-products materials

Guidelines for the use of recycled fat materials in feed
formulation and their animal production applications

Document on safety of the use of these feeding fats for
animal health

Document on lipid meat quality related to the use of
recycled feeding fat materials

Document on transfer of main contaminants from feed to
meat, and to some target tissues and plasma

Document of conclusions about benefits and risks of the
use of recycled fatty materials in animal feeding

Handbook of analytical methods suitable for the
analytical evaluation of fats for feed use

Program of analytical control (in feeding fats, in animals
and in meat) for the assessment of quality and safety of
use of recycled feeding fats in meat animals production

► Two complementary studies will be developed, in order to evaluate:

(1) Socio-economic impact of the application of recycled fattymaterials in commercial feeds
The objective is to quantify the possible socio-economical impact of the application of recycled fatty materials in feeds in its
commercial application. The extrapolation of the results obtained in the previous experimental studies to the future application of
these fats in different commercial production systems is obliged. The study will define the advantages of the use of these fats for
the feed and the meat producers and, also, the advantages obtained from an environmental point of view, recycling by- and co-
product materials for feed use instead to their elimination by other means.

(2) Consumer acceptance
The consumers should understand that the use of these fat materials in animal feeding not only could supply economical
advantages, but it also could contribute to reduce the environmental charges. A consumer acceptance questionnaire will be
designed and passed, in order to assess how all these advantages in meat production systems are understood by the consumers
and, as a consequence, they would really accept that the use of these types of feeding fat could contribute to ensure an increase
in the average quality and safety levels for this products.

Results of a previous simplified poll we passed, indicates that a reinforcement of the consumers confidence
In the safety of the animal production systems is necessary, and that they would consider positive to improve
characterization and quality control.

Report on socio-economical impact

Report on consumer opinion and acceptance

Q1-in relation to the project description, to which
of the following affirmations do you agree more?

These fatty by-products should be
exhaustively controlled before to be
incorporated into the feeds.

These fatty by-products should not be
used to produce feeds.

The use of these fatty by-products
does not affect meat quality.

Do not know/Do not answer
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